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Regularly $10.99 On Sale For A Limited Time!  "How dare you call me mentally unstable!  On this,

the day of my Cat's Quinceanera!!"  --------The Snarky Mandala  Just because Donald Trumpâ€™s

campaign speeches have inspired an entire line of Swear Word Adult Coloring Books, doesnâ€™t

mean we need another coloring book with the F-bomb on the cover. Let's combine that anger and

negativity, add a cup of sarcasm, a dash of passive aggressiveness, and a sprinkle of sass. Let this

simmer on low, deep in your brain, for 20 minutes (or until it glows bright red). Your SNARK is now

ready. As with revenge, this dish is best served cold. Popular recipients of this dish include: your

boss, your mother in law, your ex, and of course, any telephone customer service representative. 

Happy Coloring? Shrug.  Coloring Pages Include the following:     Your Stupid Cat's Quinceanera

Only Trust People Who Like Big Butts And many, many more

Series: Unique Cute & Funny Gift Series: Creative Adult Coloring Books For Men Women Children

& Seniors Featuring Animals (Dolphins Elephants Turtles Giraffes Wolves Birds) Fantasy (Dragons

Fairies Unicorns Mermaids) & Various (Tattoo Gothic Japan Fashion) For Relaxation Stress Relief &

Art Color Therapy
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It is hard to buy a coloring book without getting to thumb through it, well for me at least it is. This one

did NOT disappoint!! If you are snarky, on the sarcastic side and like to color, this is YOUR BOOK!!

The second I got this book, I tore into it! I have posted this quote before on social media, so it was



only fitting this be my first. The book is bound well, made from a quality paper and should keep you

busy for some time. I tend to do everything with some humor so this thoroughly amuses me. I

enjoyed coloring my 1st page out of this book and it was just long enough for me to find my center

and relax me. I highly recommend this book!!I purchased this book at full price, then was sent a

copy to review which I will share with a friend to enjoy. Which in NO WAY influenced my opinion. I

am STILL spending my time, which is extremely limited. I am not affiliated with this company and

receive NO compensation for my unbiased review. So I do not automatically give a 5 star review,

that is earned only by being an excellent product, in my opinion. When a product is not of good

quality, I will communicate with the seller, so they can consider product improvement and offer a

better product to buyers and write the review accordingly.

This is my second snarky mandala book by papeterie bleu and it is just as great, if not better then

their first. My own opinion the snark of this book is even more in some ways then the first book. If

you come home or are just having a rough day and you are in need of a way to get out your

frustration outside of yelling, this book is for you. If you simply are just snarky and enjoy coloring this

book is for you. Whatever the reason, this book is for you! The snark will have you laughing page by

page, to the point you just might find tears rolling down your legs. You've be warned! In all

seriousness, this book has some of the best quotes and wonderful mandala designs. All pages are

one sided on durable good paper that will you with endless of coloring fun. Any medium you may

want to use you can use in this book! I've done one page so far with gel pens and it came out

fantastic! Easily I would recommend this to anyone who needs or wants some extra snarky in their

life!I received this book as apart of a preferred reviewer program for possible testing and an honest

unbiased review.

Length:   3:20 Mins

I have really taken on a love for coloring again. It was something I absolutely loved when I was a

child and not that they have adult coloring books, I am reliving my childhood coloring fun but with

more detailed books. This Snarky Mandalas Coloring Book is definitely a fun one. There are 30+

designs in this book. Each page has a Mandalas with a snarky remark inside the center of the

Mandala.The pages of the book are a decent thickness and one that I would compare to like a sheet

of computer paper. I always place a piece of poster board in between the pages or you can use a

few sheets of paper to make sure nothing colors through if you are using gel pens or markers. You



won't have an issue if using colored pencils. The book is soft cover and bound well. The pages are

not perforated so if you want to remove any, you will just need to tear them out carefully.The

designs in the book are nicely detailed and there are a lot of small details to the design which makes

them more fun for me because that just means more to color and more colors to use and make

these fun. In my video, I go through all the pages so you can see exactly what comes in the book to

decide if this is something you will enjoy. I personally do and would recommend it.I received this

product at no cost in exchange for an honest and unbiased review. No compensation for a positive

review was provided. All of my reviews are based 100% off of my experience with the product and I

never guarantee a positive review.

I must admit, this coloring book went to my

"nothingcomesoutofmymouthbutsmartasscommentsandsarcasm" 16 year old daughter. She doesn't

care for other humans and would probably be happy as heck if she could exist in solitude with no

contact from anyone, ever. She inherited her sense of sarcasm from yours truly, and, bless her

heart, she couldn't not own me as her mom if she wanted to:) We look alike, we talk alike...she's

cursed, lol. This book was perfect for her and she loves it. As with all of the other coloring books by

this company, it consists of intricate, unique designs that allow you to build your creativity in any

direction you want. The sky is the limit with how different you could make each of these designs

look. We are very happy with this product and would recommend.**I received this book as part of a

preferred reviewer program for testing in exchange, if I so desire, for an unbiased, honest review.

Like its sister book, this mandala coloring book offers stress relief from both the cute mandalas and

the snarky commentary inside each design. I love it because I can identify with so many of them,

AND the mandalas range from simple to intricate, so it's perfect for every coloring need.

Such a refreshing change from all the swear words. I myself can be a little inappropriate at times but

this book allows me to color the things that are really on my mind without having to worry if my boss

is watching or the kids are around. The sayings are hilarious and I will admit most of them are

thoughts I frequently have. The mandala frames around the sayings are simply gorgeous. They are

beautifully drawn and there is a variety of intricate to fairly simple in the book. The paper is a bit thin

and you will have to put some kind of divider in between pages when you color if you use anything

other than pencils or gel pens. I highly recommend this book for getting in touch with your sassy

snarky side!I received this book as part of a preferred reviewer program for testing and have left an



unbiased review. This review is completely honest and my true opinion.
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